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Introduction 
 
 
 This Guide was prepared by Donald Polden, Dean Emeritus and Professor of Law, 
School of Law, Santa Clara University, for use with the documentary film, “When Rules Don’t 
Apply,” (TRT: 28min) released on April 10, 2019.  The purpose of the Guide is to facilitate the 
use of the film by enhancing viewers understanding of the key issues presented in the film.     

 The film provides an important educational tool for viewers, especially college and 
university departments and programs (law, computer science, business, public policy, and 
others), corporate compliance programs, company human resources offices, and others interested 
in an important set of contemporary issues involving the application of U.S. antitrust laws to 
protect the rights of workers and employees and the dangers of market dominance by large tech 
companies.  
 
 This guide sets forth information about the background of the film, the law and policy 
behind the U.S. antitrust laws, and the intersection of antitrust law and employment laws in the 
United States.  More importantly, the film raises important policy and ethical issues regarding 
technology giants imposing harms on groups of U.S. consumers and employees. The Guide 
provides discussion questions which permit audiences to examine these policy issues in the 
context presented in the film.   
 
 
 
About the Film 
 
 
 “When Rules Don’t Apply” is a creation of Filmmakers Collaborative SF, a media 
production group based in San Francisco. The themes of the film relate to a prior film, “Fair 
Fight in the Marketplace”, also produced by Filmmakers Collaborative SF, about the importance 
of the federal antitrust laws to consumers, business and the economy. “When Rules Don’t 
Apply” represents an expansion of the important policy matters of the earlier film in the wake of 
a massive wage suppression and worker mobility constraint agreements by the CEOs of major 
tech companies in Silicon Valley.  When the secret agreements orchestrated by Steve Jobs of 
Apple and George Lucas of Lucasfilm became known, the federal government’s antitrust 
enforcement agency swung into action to prosecute those companies and others involved in the 
scheme.  The government’s criminal case against the major tech companies was quickly settled 
by the companies but was followed by class action law suits brought by the adversely affected 
engineers and animators in those companies.  More than 64,000 tech workers were considered as 
members of the adversely affected class of employees.  The class action law suits were also 
settled by the companies that feared that the widespread notoriety of their leaders’ illegal acts 
would affect their reputations and make it more difficult to hire and retain engineers.   
 
 Financial support for the film was derived from cy pres funds out of a class action 
settlement of a separate case brought against eBay by the California Attorney General’s office.   
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The funds were used to create films and a website exploring the conspiracy to restrict job 
mobility and salary of engineers and other tech workers in Silicon Valley. The purpose of the 
campaign is to educate workers on their rights under the antitrust laws and inform corporate 
officers about hiring policies that violated the antitrust and employment laws in the United 
States. The creators of the project hope that its widespread distribution will help prevent similar 
anticompetitive conduct in the future.   
 
When Rules Don’t Apply: www.whenrulesdontapply.com  
Filmmakers Collaborative: www.filmmakerscollaborative.org  
Fair Fight in the Marketplace: www.antitrustinstitute.org/education-and-film/ 
 
 
 
The History and Purposes of the U.S. Antitrust Laws 
 
 
 Economists have long conceptualized national and international economies in terms of 
dual factors of production—labor and capital.  producers (such as corporations, farms, factories 
and other productive entities) can invest in labor (workers) or in capital (machines, land used to 
produce things, plant and equipment, etc.) or in some combination of the two factors of 
production.  As a result, a great deal of modern economic and political thought favors capital-
intensive economies and methods of production because the steel mills, for example, are more 
expensive to build and therefore more significant to the production of steel than the costs of 
workers in the mills. The great emphasis on capital-intensive production inputs resulted in the 
creation of the United States antitrust laws—the Sherman Act—in 1890.  At that time, there were 
many large corporate trusts and monopolies in key productive industries like steel, coal, and 
railroad transportation.  The trusts were so powerful that they were able to constrain product 
output, inducing greater demand, in order to increase prices leading to higher profits.  Consumers 
of monopolized products were either unable to purchase the products at all or could only do so at 
high prices.  A related problem was in industries with few producers where the producers could 
form cartels — associations among competitors — by agreeing to increase their prices or restrict 
output or both in order to obtain monopoly profits.  The Sherman Act was designed to correct 
both of these problems for consumers.  
 
 Section 1 of the Sherman Act prohibits agreements that unreasonably restrain trade or 
commerce in an area, such as a market or industry, of the economy.  Section 2 of the Sherman 
Act prohibits monopolization or attempts and conspiracies to monopolize any aspect of trade or 
commence in the United States.  Both statutory prohibitions are articulated by very general 
language—for example, the Act does not define “restraint of trade” or “to monopolize”-- and it 
has been left to the federal courts to define the meaning and scope of the statutes.  Over the 
decades since the Act was passed, the courts have identified certain practices that are 
unreasonable restraints of trade and certain activities by a single firm with great economic power 
that constitute monopolization of an industry or market.  For example, agreements or 
conspiracies among competitors to charge the same price to consumers or to reduce output in 
order to increase the market price have been held to be price-fixing, conduct that violates the 
Sherman Act’s Section 1.  Similarly, courts have concluded that agreements between competitors 
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in a market to boycott or refuse to deal with other competitors or suppliers or customers violate 
Section 1, Sherman Act.   
 
 In the early years of the Sherman Act, at the turn of century, nearly all of the enforcement 
of the legislation was by the U.S. Government.  The passage of the Clayton Act in 1914 added 
pro-competition legislation to strengthen some key areas of the Sherman Act and that 
encouraged private enforcement of the Sherman Act. Private enforcement means that parties 
injured by anticompetitive conduct could sue to recover for the damages to their business or 
property. The primary enforcers of the antitrust laws other than the government are consumers 
who were injured by paying higher prices for monopolized goods or goods controlled by a cartel 
and competitors of the monopolist or cartel members. In recent years as the U.S. Supreme Court 
has become more conservative about private enforcement of laws designed to curb 
anticompetitive business practices, it has become increasingly difficult for competitors to 
maintain a suit under the Sherman Act.  
 
 There remains a great deal of discussion and disagreement today about the goals and 
objectives of the Sherman Act. The legislative history of the Act shows that the purposes of the 
Act were quite broad, including protection of small business competitors of monopolists and 
cartels, protection of consumers from monopoly prices of products or higher prices or reduced 
output of products by cartels, the aggregation of political power in the hands of monopolist 
firms, and others purposes.  However, in recent years, the Supreme Court (usually by narrow 
majority votes) has narrowed the proper purposes to be enhancing consumer “welfare” which 
proponents for the Chicago school of antitrust have defined to be lower prices to consumers. So, 
some practices, such as predatory pricing, which lower prices for consumers but are intended to 
destroy the competitive ability of the monopolist competition have been permitted by the Court 
because consumers get lower prices, at least for a while.  There have been more recent 
articulations of a broader set of policy objectives behind the Sherman Act (such as the 1950 
amendments to the Clayton Act’s merger enforcement policies) but the Supreme Court has 
continued to recognize only a small set of important, but not exclusive, goals that guide and 
inform the enforcement of the U.S. antitrust laws.   
 
 Another example is the significant increase in market concentration that has occurred in 
recent years while the Supreme Court and some politically-oriented antitrust enforcement 
agencies have failed to constrain this growing problem in many markets. Concentration occurs 
when fewer and fewer firms occupy and compete in a particular market. For example, 
economists have measured the competitive effects in national markets when only a few firms 
control the industry. Today, about 4 major airlines control about 80% of passenger travel, mainly 
due to acquisitions in the industry.  There are only two major hardware chain stores in the U.S. 
due to many mergers and acquisitions in the industry. There are many industries that exhibit 
these conditions of heightened concentration while economists and others have articulated 
multiple problems associated with the diminished competition in these highly concentrated 
markets.   
 

The Clayton Act addresses some conduct such as mergers that potentially restrict 
competition in markets and also provided that private parties injured by anticompetitive conduct 
could sue to recover three times (treble) the damages they prove plus the costs of the law suits 
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and attorneys’ fees. This proved to be a great incentive for private parties to sue under the 
Sherman Act, and the private party litigation augmented the government’s enforcement of the 
antitrust laws.   

 
Today, the antitrust laws set out in the Sherman and Clayton Acts are enforced by private 

parties in litigation to recover damages for injuries to their business or property by defendants, 
by the United States Justice Department Antitrust Division, and the Federal Trade Commission.  
Further, most States have antitrust laws patterned after the Sherman and Clayton Acts and also 
have departments charged with enforcing the state antitrust laws.   
 
 
 
The no poach Agreements by Tech Companies 
 
 
 In the early 2000s, the CEOs of several of the world’s leading tech companies—including 
Apple, Google, Intel, eBay, Pixar, and others—entered into agreements not to hire each other’s 
technical employees.  The purpose of the agreements was to attempt to constrain those 
companies’ labor costs by suppressing the growth of their workers’ wages and salaries. In many 
technology industries (like e-commerce, social media platforms, internet search) the cost of 
talent is the major cost of production by the firm.  The so-called “no poach” agreements really 
had no pro-competitive goals but rather were entered into to hold down labor costs and provide 
greater returns for the corporations.  When the U.S. Government and the Attorney General of 
California discovered these agreements, they swung into action.  The U.S. Justice Department 
filed a civil case against the defendant-tech companies in 2010 alleging that they had agreed to 
restrain trade in the market for technical employees and that the restraints were a per se violation 
of Section 1, Sherman Act.  Shortly thereafter, in 2011, the companies entered into a consent 
decree with the government agreeing not to enter such agreements in the future. But the 
companies paid no fines and received no punishment from the unlawful, criminal agreement. 
They did, however, agree to cease from all conduct that would adversely affect their employees’ 
compensation and mobility.    
 
 After the consent decree was entered into by the parties, several plaintiffs (engineers and 
animators) brought antitrust actions in 2013 as class actions, that is, the actions were brought on 
behalf of and for the benefit of the classes of employees harmed by the agreements. Ultimately, 
in 2015, the defendant-tech companies settled with the classes of engineers and animators and 
paid $435 million dollars to the class in order to settle the litigation. Many of the affected 
employees believed that the settlement, which provided each class member with about $5000 in 
damages for their injury, was insufficient when compared to the injury they had suffered as a 
result of the agreements.   
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The Use of Antitrust Law in Markets for Employment 
 
 
 One of the challenges facing the government in the Silicon Valley no-poach agreement 
cases was the lack of clear court guidance on the illegality of such agreements. While the 
antitrust laws have generally been held applicable to markets for labor or employment—such as 
boycotts and some wage setting agreements—there is a lack of extensive history on the 
applicability of the antitrust laws to wage suppression agreements. There are references in the 
legislative history of the Sherman Act that its drafter, Senator John Sherman, expressed concern 
about the power of a monopoly to “command the price of labor.” Ironically, the Sherman Act 
was used in the early days, shortly after its passage, to prevent workers from forming collective 
bargaining groups (i.e., unions). But in 1914, the Congress passed the Clayton Act and another 
piece of legislation that exempts worker collective bargaining efforts from the reach of the 
antitrust laws. This exemption was augmented by subsequent Supreme Court decisions 
recognizing additional exemptions from the Sherman Act for conduct by workers to form 
bargaining units and advocate for salary, wages, and benefits. These exemptions—both the 
statutory one and the non-statutory ones—have been important to, for example, the abilities of 
professional athletes to form unions to negotiate their interests with professional sports leagues 
and teams.   
 
 While there is no extensive history of antitrust enforcement in labor markets, there have 
been some notable instances of government enforcement of the antitrust laws in those markets.  
For example, in the early 1990s, the Federal Trade Commission (FTC) challenged nursing 
homes’ practice of boycotting registries for temporary nursing services, while the Department of 
Justice (DOJ) sued a Utah society for human resources professionals for sharing wage 
information that resulted in matching of wages.   
 
 The most significant government enforcement of the antitrust laws in labor and 
employment situations, however, was their prosecution of Steve Jobs and other Silicon Valley 
CEOs for entering into agreements not to hire, a.k.a. poach, each others’ employees.   An 
important government action following the no-poach agreement litigation is the 2016 joint FTC 
and DOJ policy statement Antitrust Guidance for Human Resources Professionals.  The 
document states that “[t]he Guidelines cautioned that naked agreements among employers not to 
recruit certain employees, or not to compete on employee compensation, are per se illegal and 
may thereafter be prosecuted criminally.” Following publication of the Guide, the Department of 
Justice has brought several criminal and civil actions against competitor companies that entered 
into no-hire agreements and have filed “statements of interest” in litigation between private 
parties involving no poach or no hire agreements.   
 
 This area of litigation, both government cases and private party cases brought under the 
antitrust laws, is murky because of uncertainty about whether the per se rule of illegality or the 
rule of reason standard of liability is applicable to such cases.  The 2016 Guide (and subsequent 
DOJ statements) however, states that in certain cases of egregious anticompetitive conduct (like 
that in the Apple, Google, etc. agreements) that the rule of per se (intrinsic) illegality will be 
prosecuted under the criminal antitrust laws. In other cases, the government agency stated, the 
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more lenient rule of reason (evaluative) would be applied to consider the anticompetitive effects 
of the agreements, the pro-competitive effects if any, and whether the antitrust defendants 
(employers) had less restrictive ways of accomplishing the pro-competitive attributes of the 
agreements.  
 

This area of antitrust enforcement also is murky because of the longstanding state law 
policies in favor of employer restrictions on employee mobility and job movement and which are 
not considered as raising antitrust issues.  For example, most states have laws—some created by 
statute and some created by courts—that permit employers to require their employees to sign 
covenants not to compete (non-compete), employee non-solicitation agreements and employee 
non-disclosure agreements.   These agreements place limits on employees leaving, or seeking to 
leave, their employment and working for a competitor or encouraging other employees to leave 
with them for some stated period of time. These agreements have been broadly upheld by state 
courts because the provisions that restrict job mobility or competition for jobs are “ancillary” to 
the employment arrangement between employer and employee and may be beneficial to the 
employer in preventing loss of key employees or employees taking trade secrets or other 
confidential information to a new employer who competes with the former employee. Under 
prevailing state law, the state restrictive agreements provisions are enforced if they are 
reasonable in scope (pertain to the employer’s legitimate business interests) and duration even 
though they do limit what an employee can do when he or she decides to leave the employment.   

 
 

 
Looking Ahead:  What Can Be Done?  
 
 
 A critical issue in the cases involving efforts to prevent employee mobility and 
suppression of employee wages is the difficult task of balancing the harms and benefits to 
employers and employees from these agreements.  Stated another way, do we want laws that will 
protect employers’ interests in stability of workforce even if it means limiting employee 
mobility? Or should the laws protect the rights and interests of employees—to increased wages, 
to unfettered mobility—even if they conflict with the economic interests of employers?  Is it 
more important to protect employers’ rights and interests in their intellectual property and trade 
secret by permitting them to restrain the mobility of their employees who have had access to 
those secrets over the interests of employees to seek higher salaries, better benefits, or career 
advancement from a new employer?  Resolution of these significant and complicated issues 
involving application of the federal antitrust laws and adjusting the employer-employee 
relationship begs discussion and may require specific legislation.   
 
 A second critical issue concerns the growing power and market dominance of many of 
the tech giants that have used that power against their own workers in the no-poach cases.  Many 
experts have argued that the stunning audacity of the no-poach agreements by leading tech 
companies was possible because of their relatively unbridled power in their markets.  How well 
can the antitrust laws be used to attack these problems of coercive behavior and market 
dominance?  A fundamental problem with applying the antitrust laws is that more recent 
decisions by the courts have construed the antitrust laws to protect consumers’ interest in lower 
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prices (consumer welfare) and some of these industries don’t sell products like traditional 
markets. One matter under consideration is the question whether the primary aim of antitrust law 
is limited to consumer protection and advantage, or whether it should also provide protections to 
our democracy against the excesses of corporate power by way of market concentration. 
 
 A third issue concerns Professor Richard White’s assertion in the film that there is no 
such thing as a “free market.”  Rather, his argument goes, all markets need some sort of 
regulation to preserve competition.  The antitrust laws provide one set of restraints that actually 
protect markets from participant behaviors that give them unfair advantage. That said, there are 
markets such as public utilities, airplane safety and others, where there is a need for more direct 
control over pricing, output of products or services and for safety reasons and the government 
provides that control by creation of a government agency. The argument here is that if the 
antitrust laws are not able to constrain anti-competitive conduct of tech giants, then perhaps the 
antitrust law should be amended to provide for more direct control of the industries such as by 
specific antitrust laws geared for regulation of tech markets and industries.   
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Discussion Questions 
 

 

1. What harm was done to tech workers by companies that agreed not to hire technical 

personnel away from each other? Knowing that the secret arrangement was in effect for 

several years, was any financial or career loss negligible or substantial?  

 

2. Why don’t the agreements among the companies simply represent a form of competition, 

albeit with their workers, because the companies are just trying to reduce costs and 

preserve stability by retaining their work force? Aren’t the companies permitted to make 

the best arrangement for themselves in order to save money, thereby making themselves 

more competitive? What constitutes non-competitive behavior as described by antitrust 

laws? 

 

3. Shouldn’t a company’s perceived responsibilities to their shareholders, namely profits, be 

considered when conceiving a regulatory framework like antitrust law? 

 

4. Do companies have any other responsibilities beyond the expectations of consumers to 

provide the best product at the best price? For example, to the wider community, to their 

workers, to ethical standards? 

 

5. What does the secrecy exhibited by the company CEOs suggest?  

 

6. What role or responsibilities do other units in a corporation, such as General Counsel and 

Human Resources, play in ensuring compliance with laws and professional/leadership 

conduct? How assertive should persons in these units be? 

 

7. Do we want laws that will protect employers’ interests in stability of workforce even if it 

means limiting employee mobility? Or should the laws protect the rights and interests of 

employees—to increased wages, to unfettered mobility—even if they conflict with the 

economic interests of employers?   
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8. Professor White in the film stated that there is no such thing as free markets.  Did he 

mean that, contrary to some economists’ perceptions, the beneficial mechanics of so 

called “free markets” do not exist and therefore they should be regulated?  Is antitrust law 

a form of government regulation of markets?  

 

9. In addition to concerns about consumer prices in markets affected by cartel activity or 

monopoly conduct, what other factors should be taken into account? Should competitors 

of cartel members or monopolists be able to sue under the antitrust laws for injuries they 

suffer due to the anticompetitive conduct?  Are they good vindicators of the goals and 

purposes of the federal antitrust laws? 

 

10. If Congress were to draft legislation intended to curb the market dominance of major tech 

companies, what would that legislation look like?  What would be the key issues that 

would need to be passed to improve markets for e-commerce, social media platforms and 

search engines?  Should the legislation include a declaration of rights to the data collected 

by these big firms?   

 

11. Do you agree with the more recent interpretation of antitrust enforcement emphasizing 

consumer benefit, namely product pricing and choice, over Sherman’s original intent to 

protect democracy by thwarting the concentration of economic, and therefore, political 

power? 
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Glossary of Legal and Economic Terms 
 
 
 

Antitrust law—The Sherman Act of  1890 and Clayton Act of 1914 are intended to prevent 

monopolies from harming citizens and provide rights of actions against cartel members.  The 

Acts seek to constrain the effects of anticompetitive conduct by firms with market power, 

whether by themselves or through cartel agreements.   

 

Boycotts (concerted refusals to deal)—a restraint that involves an agreement among 

competitors to refuse to deal with certain customers or suppliers or to gain agreement with 

customers or suppliers to not purchase from or sell to disfavored competitors.  An agreement 

among competitors to cause a boycott of competitors may be a per se violation of §1, but 

other refusals to deal may be analyzed under the rule of reason.  

 

Cartel—a group of competitors who combine together by agreement to restrain trade by 

fixing industry prices or agreeing on output levels or to boycott another competitor.   

 

Collusion (agreement to restrain trade) —The Sherman Act §1 prohibits “contracts, 

combinations or conspiracies” to restrain trade.  This is generally known as the “agreement” 

requirement and plaintiffs (including the government in criminal and civil actions) must 

introduce evidence the defendant and at least one other party knowingly enter into an 

agreement that results in conduct or behavior proscribed under the Act.   

 

Concentrated markets or industries—Market concentration is a reflection of the economic 

power of firms in an industry and is measured by how many producers are in the market.  

The fewer sellers there are in a market the more highly concentrated the market is.  Highly 

concentrated industries are often considered to be dangerous because they permit collusive 

conduct in the industry or market and are often accompanied by higher prices and artificial 

restrictions on output.   
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Consumer welfare—The predominate theory of the purposes and goals of the antitrust laws.  

Economists argue that consumers are better off when prices they have to pay are lower and, 

concomitantly, when output of the product is higher.  Some antitrust lawyers and economics 

argue that maximization of consumer welfare is the only goal of US antitrust law, while 

others call for a more pluralistic set of goals of the antitrust laws including prevention of 

aggregation of political power by monopolist or dominant firms.   

 

Mergers to monopoly—Mergers present antitrust problems when a dominant firm acquires 

its market power through acquisition of competitors until the point that it has achieved 

monopoly power.   

 

Monopolize (monopolization)—a violation of §2 of the Sherman Act occurs when a 

dominant firm possesses appreciable power in a defined geographic and product market and 

uses its power to exclude other firms, harm consumers by charging monopoly prices and 

restricting output, and/or other anticompetitive conduct prohibited by §1, Sherman Act. 

 

Monopsony—A monopoly on the buyer side.  This occurs when a dominant buyer is able to 

exercise its market power in an “input” market.  A good example of this is labor—when a 

power employer is able to suppress input costs (like cost of labor in salary, wages and 

benefits).    

 

No-poach agreements—These agreements are anticompetitive restraints on trade in the 

market for employment or talent.  Some types of anticompetitive agreements that restrict 

competition by employees include: (a) prohibiting “cold calling” on a competitor’s 

employees, (b) agreement not to hire employees (or a class of employees like engineers) 

from a competitor, (c). wage suppression agreements whereby competitors agree that they 

will hire another firm’s employee only at the same salary or wage level that the employee 

was paid at previous employer.   
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Per se rule of illegality—a rule created by US Supreme Court decisions that excludes the 

possibility of defenses by the defendants.  The invocation of the rule has been reserved for 

the most serious and clearly anticompetitive conduct such as price fixing.  Usually, the Court 

has invoked the rule of presumptive illegality only after it (or the lower courts) have had 

considerable experience with the restraint and can fairly conclude that it lacks any 

procompetitive justifications and always, or nearly always, results in higher prices or reduced 

output.  

 

Price fixing—a restraint of trade that involves an agreement among competitors to charge 

customers the same price or to use the same formula for establishing price or by agreeing to 

take other actions that have the demonstrable effect of establishing a common price.  This 

conduct is generally considered to be the most egregious restraint of trade because it charges 

consumers an artificially high price.  

 

Restraint of trade—The courts applying the language of Section 1 of Sherman Act have 

identified certain types of conduct undertaken by parties, usually competitors, that have a 

pernicious and adverse effect on competition in the competitive market.   

 

Rule of reason (reasonableness analysis)—the alternative analytic approach to the rule of 

per se illegality for certain restraints of trade.  This approach, which has been increasingly 

applied by the U.S. Supreme Court, requires the plaintiff to establish that the restrictive 

conduct has anticompetitive effects (e.g., increases prices in the market, reduces consumer 

choices of products and prices, etc.) and then allows the antitrust defendant to enter evidence 

of the conduct’s pro-competitive benefits or attributes. The court (or jury) must then balance 

the two attributes—anticompetitive effects and procompetitive benefits—and then consider 

whether the defendant could have achieved the procompetitive attributes through “less 

restrictive” means.   
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Resources 
 
 
 The following are links and/or citations to books, articles and websites providing 
additional information on antitrust and competition policy in markets for employment, the no-
poach agreements in Silicon Valley; and current problems of dominance in tech industries: 
 
 
Lina M. Khan, Amazon’s Antitrust Paradox, 126 Yale L.J. 710 (2016)  
 
Wikipedia description of no-poach litigation.  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/High-
Tech_Employee_Antitrust_Litigation 
 
Antitrust Enforcement in Labor Markets: The Department of Justice’s Efforts, Statement of 
Michael Murray, Deputy Assistant Attorney General, available at 
https://www.justice.gov/opa/speech/deputy-assistant-attorney-general-michael-murray-delivers-
remarks-santa-clara-university 
 
Karin Johnson & Kevin Cloutier, New Guidance for HR Professionals Regarding Wage Fixing 
and No Poaching Agreements (December 2, 2016), available at  
https://www.laboremploymentlawblog.com/2016/12/articles/antitrust/new-guidance-for-hr-
professionals-regarding-wage-fixing-and-no-poaching-agreements-highlights-new-focus-on-
criminal-prosecutions-and-raises-new-concerns-for-employer/ 
 
Maurice E. Stucke, Here Are All The Reasons It’s A Bad Idea to Let A Few Tech Companies 
Monopolize Our Data, Harvard Business Review, March 27, 2018, https://hbr.org/2018/03/here-
are-all-the-reasons-its-a-bad-idea-to-let-a-few-tech-companies-monopolize-our-data 
 
Antitrust Guidance for HR Professionals, Department of Justice-Antitrust Division and Federal 
Trade Commission, (October 2016), available at 
https://www.justice.gov/atr/file/903511/download  
 
On the no-poach agreements among tech CEOs: 
https://www.theverge.com/2012/1/27/2753701/no-poach-scandal-unredacted-steve-jobs-eric-
schmidt-paul-otellini 
 
 
 

 
View the film, additional videos, and resources on the project website: 

www.whenrulesdontapply.com 
 
 


